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It got a bit wet in my slumber place. I thought I was in a deep sleep but soon
realized that Mother Nature, thanks to my Human Co-inhibitors of the
Planet, truly suffers from Climate Change. So I decided to move around a
bit, poked my head out of the burrow I had dug for myself and saw a familiar
creature. MY, it is Mr McKrekor, Lilian's friend who I met last year. He was
a bit startled to see me so early in the year, guess he was wondering where my
young one was, except I was a bit too young this time around and have to wait
till next Winter to become a Mother.
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nin“Just looking around for a minute and try to see if the world is still there,
it was so turbulent when I decided to take my Winter position.”
“ Turbulent, you can say that again, if you needed peace and quiet so close to
Lilian's house is the wrong place to hibernate. She religiously watches all the
news channels, compares news stories and spend much time on the phone so
she is able to fulfill her promise to keep her friends informed enough to hold
down a water-cooler conversation, she calls it. Lately she does look a bit
stressed I think she is really concerned about the status of the Country. USA
has been her home for the last 52 years and her knowledge of history is pretty
broad, she tries telling it to her grand-kids but it is hard to understand
without a point of reference.”
“ So tell me about the last few weeks, in a way I always think I miss
something while sleeping, Sometimes nothing changes but I am assuming that
is not the case at the moment.”
“ I have been busy with the wife and our most unusual son, we hatched a
Kukuck you know and it is such a responsibility to raise a mixed race bird,
The things we have to watch out for and the discrimination we have to put up
with. Guess I can feel for our human neighbors, it's so messed up, so messed
up.”
“ Explain please Mr McKrekor.'
“ Our home has not been quiet the same since the new administration came
in, everything is so hostile. That of course spilled over into the animal world
and even the plant life, a new danger at every corner. Some humans are
Sensitives, they feel everything around them. They pick up peoples illnesses,
pain, anxieties and moods. Some are very sensitive to Earthquakes, Vulanos,
High Tides and anything out of the ordenary. They are having a very hard
time functioning and now there is also a celestial event some of them are
dealing with.
A cosmic event not seen in 36 years -- a rare "super blood blue moon" -- may
be glimpsed January 31 in parts of western North America, Asia, the Middle
East, Russia and Australia.

Some say we are running dual realities, which brings me to a bit of a mystery
Lilian is trying to figure out.
Her Predictions 2018 Show has 38901 on YouTube. There were several
hundred comments, almost all positive. A few from people who make it a
habit to criticize everything and that is OK. And there was THIS:
Agent Grey 2 weeks ago

We are not mere observations; we are consciousnesses just like you. Our existence is a
reality, but the majority of you do not perceive it yet because we remain invisible to
your senses and instruments most of the time. Lilian you have been abducted more
than once. We must take you again soon. Your information is vital. Soon.

Agent Grey 1 day ago

We are a parallel reality version of you, in a different time-line that’s similar to
yours and we developed down a different path. Do not worry for we know your
thoughts, we are always watching, always listening. You are I and I am you.
Your information is vital, your information will be taken. Your day is coming
soon for abduction. You will return.

I was sitting on the woodpile when Lilian read it. She has been answering the
almost 300 people who left a comment but when she got to this the page did
not exist. She called someone who specializes in strange websites..... what
made her think it was genuine was the fact that her name was spelled
correctly. Almost everyone mutilates her name. The friend was unable to
locate the URL. She then asked James Clarkson a fellow UFO Investigator
and ex Police Detective. He was unable to get to the bottom of it. Finally on
1.28. 2018 she asked someone who REALLY knows about things like that and
he thought someone created an account, posted and then deleted the account.
That may be true but it reminded Lilian of other instances when such strange
things happened and she got messages in very unusual ways, some
electronic.”
“OH OH this is a bit wild for me how am I suppose to get back to sleep after
that?”
“ Come on, look how big you are and I am but a meager little crow and I am
not concerned. If you want to hang around Lilian you might as well get used
to unusual things, she is after all the Person Of High Strangeness. Pretty soon
I have to get back to the Missus so let me bring you up to speed.”
“ So where did you think it came from?”
“ I don't know, some people just have a connection the the Universe and I
cannot explain that.”
“ OK give me the highlights to the month I slept through so I can get back to
sleep.”
" Floods in France.
US Government was shut down because the President held the DREAMERS,
children brought to America by their parents illegally, hostage. He wants to
build a wall between the US and Mexico. He demanded Mexico pays for the
wall, they declined so he attached EVERYTHING he could think of to the
budget and held the DREAMERS hostage in exchange for the wall. The fight
is ongoing, Government has reopened and the outcome will be decided in 10
days.

There is a flu epidemic and many people died, mostly children and elderly.
Weather in January was ungodly around the world, Poles are melting and the
rest of the world is freezing in a very unusual way.
45 (President) declared war on the Press and not even slowing down with his
wild accusations while visiting Europe. He put a 30% Tariff on Solar Panels
and imported refrigerators and it is said that he spend 24 million on a new
refrigerator in AIRFORCE 1. I do hope that is the only Fake News, as he
calls it. Imagine how many people he could feed with 24 million Dollars.
Jobs are being moved and outsourced, Lilian's daughter lost her job after 13
years, it went overseas.
A Medior came to Earth, here are the details:

In this late Tuesday, Jan. 16, 2018, image made from dash-cam video, a
brightly lit object falls from the sky above a highway in the southern
Michigan skyline. (Zack Lawler/WWMT via AP)(Zack Lawler)
North and South Korea have decided to join forces at the Olympics in South
Korea much as it was in 2006 and heard it said 45 (President) was not happy

about it.
North and South Korean athletes marched together during the opening
ceremony of the 2006 Winter Olympics in Turin, Italy. Credit Amy

Sancetta/Associated Press
The Doctor in charge of the American Olympic Team who molested in access
of 150 young Athletes over a 20-year period was convicted and sentenced to
175 years in prison.
The women March of 2018 was impressive,
beginning of 2018 Women's March in NYC
Aerial footage shows thousands of women gathered for the second Woman's March
in New York City. The footage shows protesters at the start of the march. Marches
were planned world wide.

In New York City, for example, it’s estimated that more than 200,000

protestors marched this year — about half the number of people in 2017.
According to local news stations, there were approximately 50,000 protestors
in San Francisco, 500,000 in Los Angeles, more than 40,000 in Oakland, tens
of thousands in Seattle, and more than 10,000 in Washington, D.C.
Someone invented Airbags for hips so when people fall they won't break the
bones.
“I thank you my friend, the world is a mess, I guess I can do without the news
for a few more weeks. I saw flocks of birds traveling North and some of the
Rhododendron are trying to bloom in the Great North West, even at that I am
not ready to come out of my burrow, please keep an eye on our friend in case
she really does get abducted. Maybe they fix her while she is gone, she went to
the new Doctor to get her medicine refilled, while there she requested DR
listen to her lungs. Dr said rule has it to only discuss two things to make an
appointment and attempt another 100-mile round trip. Not sure in which
language she told HIM where to go.”
Love and Light Consuela
The Russian Dossier was released, here is a copy
https://psygeriadotcom.files.wordpress.com/2018/01/trump-intelligence-allegations.pdf

This is a video of the Meteor
Aliashraf Purgafari Published on Jan 17, 2018

I make animation for my news video. This news about: meteor that you can
saw sky of Michigan when Jan 16 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K41nEYAZRo
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/video/news/video-1611690/Video-Ariel-footageshows-beginning-2018-Womens-March-NYC.html

